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Exploring a generalized nonlinear multi-span bridge system subject to 1 

multi-support excitation using a Bouc-Wen hysteretic model 2 
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 4 

Abstract 5 

This paper presents a generalized reduced-order nonlinear model subjected to multi-support 6 

seismic excitation. The hysteretic, nonlinear, relationship of piers is phenomenologically 7 

captured by a calibrated Bouc-Wen model. This generalized reduced-order model is 8 

benchmarked against legacy physical experimental tests performed at the University of Bristol.    9 

A deterministic approach using real spatiotemporal ground motions recorded at the SMART-1 10 

array, Taiwan, is employed as an alternative to a stochastic methodology used in current 11 

provision codes. This is so that the influence of nonlinearity and ground motion aleatory and 12 

epistemic effects are fully captured. Incremental Dynamic Analysis (IDA) is then performed 13 

to identify the performance levels at which this system transitions from elastic to inelastic 14 

behaviour. A parametric study is then performed to explore the effect of the spatial variability 15 

of the ground motion while bridge alignment, valley profile and ground motion intensity are 16 

modified. Results indicate that bridges over shallow valleys with a central rise are prone to 17 

significant analysis errors if multi-support excitation is not employed.  18 

 19 
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Nomenclature  

A, β , γ Basic hysteresis shape control [] 

B1, B2, B3 State-space system matrices [] 

𝐂  Non-dimensional damping matrices [] 

𝐂𝟏𝟏, 𝐂𝟏𝟐, 𝐂𝟐𝟐 Non-dimensional damping block matrices [] 

dc Depth of the pier’s sections [L] 

𝐌 Non-dimensional mass matrix [] 

�̅� Generalized mass matrix [] 

𝐌𝟏𝟏, 𝐌𝟏𝟐, 𝐌𝟐𝟐 Non-dimensional block mass matrices [] 

𝐸𝐼𝑑  Deck flexural rigidity (about z-axis) [F][L]2 

𝐼𝑑  The moment of inertia of deck [L]4 

𝐼𝑐𝑖  The moment of inertia of ith pier [L]4 

( , )If x t   inertia force [F] 

Fi  hysteretic spring force at ith pier [F] 

Fyi  Yield force of i-th pier [F] 

𝐠 Ground DOFs vector [] 

𝐠𝑬 Ground DOFs vector at exterior/end supports [] 

𝐠𝑰 Ground DOFs vector at interior pier supports [] 

hci Height of ith pier [L] 

𝑘𝑖 Pier lateral flexural stiffness [F][L]-1 

𝐊𝒅 Non-dimensional deck stiffness matrix [] 

�̅�𝒅 Generalized deck stiffness matrix [F][L]-1 

𝐤𝒅,𝟏𝟏, 𝐤𝒅,𝟏𝟐, 𝐤𝒅,𝟐𝟐 Non-dimensional block deck stiffness matrices [] 

𝐊𝒈 Non-dimensional ground stiffness matrix [] 

�̅�𝒈 Generalized ground stiffness matrix [F][L]-1 
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𝐤𝒈,𝟏𝟏, 𝐤𝒈,𝟏𝟐, 𝐤𝒈,𝟐𝟐 Non-dimensional block ground stiffness matrices [] 

𝐊𝒖 Non-dimensional pier stiffness matrix [] 

�̅�𝒖 Generalized pier stiffness matrix [F][L]-1 

𝐤𝒖,𝟏𝟏, 𝐤𝒖,𝟏𝟐, 𝐤𝒖,𝟐𝟐 Non-dimensional block Pier stiffness matrices [] 

𝐊𝒛 Non-dimensional hysteretic stiffness matrix [L] 

𝐤𝒛,𝟏𝟏, 𝐤𝒛,𝟏𝟐, 𝐤𝒛,𝟐𝟐 Non-dimensional block hysteretic stiffness matrices [L] 

�̅�𝒛 Generalized hysteretic stiffness matrix [F] 

𝐿 Span length [L] 

�̅� Generalized excitation factor [] 

𝐋 Non-dimensional excitation factor [] 

𝐋𝟏𝟏, 𝐋𝟏𝟐, 𝐋𝟐𝟐 Non-dimensional block excitation factor [] 

𝑚𝑑  Deck mass per unit length [F][T]2[L]-2 

𝑚 Number of deck DOFs [] 

n Sharpness of yield [] 

PGA Peak ground acceleration [L] [T]-2 

𝑠 Number of Piers [] 

𝑡 Time [T] 

𝐮 Bridge deck DOFs vector (including free and constrained DOFs) [] 

uyi yield displacement of i-th pier [L] 

X(t) the state vector of deck DOFs [] 

y𝑡(𝑥, 𝑡) lateral total displacement at time t [L] 

𝑦 (𝑥, 𝑡) lateral displacement relative to the ground at time t [L] 

𝑦𝑔 (𝑥, 𝑡) The lateral deformation of the ground at time t [L] 

𝐰 Deck displacement DOFs (including only free DOFs) [] 

zi(t) dimensionless auxiliary variable [] 

z(t) Hysteretic vector of Deck DOFs []  
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𝐳𝑬 Hysteretic DOFs vector at exterior/end supports [] 

𝐳𝑰 Hysteretic DOFs vector at interior pier supports [] 

α  Pier to deck stiffness ratio [] 

𝛽𝑚, 𝛽𝑘  Rayleigh damping coefficients [] 

χ  Percentage error is pier deformation when using ISE [%] 

𝛾𝑖 ith modal damping ratio [] 

δWI Internal virtual work [F][L] 

δWE External virtual work [F][L] 

δy(x) Virtual displacement [L] 

δ𝑣 Strength degradation [] 

δ𝑛  Stiffness degradation [] 

𝜖𝑛  Normalized dissipated energy [] 

𝜀𝑦 Nominal yield strain [] 

ΦY idealized curvature at the yield point [L]-1 

𝜂𝑖 ith pier to deck stiffness ratio [] 

ρ Pier to pier stiffness ratio  [] 

𝜉 Non-dimensional x coordinate along the length of the bridge [] 

Π Lagrangian [F][L] 

𝛙 Bridge deck Ritz vector [] 

𝛙𝒈 Ground DOFs Ritz vector [] 

𝜔 System frequency parameter  [Rad][T]-1 

1. Introduction 23 

The influence of the spatial variation of seismic ground motion timeseries on the dynamic 24 

response of generic life-line structures, such as bridges has been studied extensively for several 25 

decades [1-9].  A large number of studies assume that the structural model behaves linearly to 26 

make use of the principle of superposition [10-12]. However, for a design level seismic event, 27 
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it is often the case that the design philosophy will make use of the energy dissipation of ductile 28 

piers [13-18]. Hence, a system-level reduced-order model needs to accommodate the nonlinear 29 

inelastic behavior of the piers. It must provide the necessary hysteretic mechanism to dissipate 30 

the considerable amounts of earthquake energy under an extreme seismic event [19]. This is 31 

why seismic code provisions favor the utilization of nonlinear methodologies for bridge 32 

assessment with the aim of identifying the configuration of plastic hinges in piers, estimate 33 

post-yield deformation capacity of ductile members and determine the required strength for the 34 

avoidance of failure in the demand-protected elements [13, 20, 21]. 35 

Amongst all parameters in the modeling of a dynamic system, ground motion input exhibits 36 

the highest level of uncertainty. A variety of methodologies and analytical tools are currently 37 

available to address these uncertainties. The spatial incoherence of the ground motion are 38 

modelled by empirical method (calibrated through regression analyses) [22-26], semi-39 

empirical approach [8, 27, 28] and fully theoretical models [29, 30]. However, these parametric 40 

approaches cannot capture the full complexity real ground motion observations, see [31]. 41 

Therefore, the authors suggest that real spatiotemporal ground motions, from multi-station 42 

arrays records, are employed as an alternative to parametric coherency model.  43 

The proposed methods for analysis can be deterministic or statistical [32]. In practical design, 44 

a probabilistic approach developed by structural engineers generally involves defining both 45 

ground excitation and seismic response through stochastic (frequency domain) procedures such 46 

as power spectra, transfer function estimates and coherency [33-38]. The proposed analysis 47 

schemes are based on statistical linearization in order to decompose an inelastic multi-degree-48 

of-freedom system (MDOF) into a limited set of equivalent linear single-degree-of-freedom 49 

system (SDOF) with effective linear characteristics [39-43]. However, there are two major 50 

limitations associated with linearization techniques. First, the uncertain spatiotemporal nature 51 

of real seismic ground motions may not be fully captured through an approximate stochastic 52 
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empirical idealisation. Second, the nonlinear coupling effects of nonlinear structural 53 

components cannot be accurately captured by pseudo-nonlinear (linearized) systems. 54 

 55 

Various analytical procedures ranging from elastic (equivalent static or dynamic) to nonelastic 56 

(pushover or dynamic time-history) analysis have been proposed to estimate the post-elastic 57 

response of a structure. Among all proposed methods, nonlinear dynamic (time-history) 58 

analysis has been recognized as the most rigorous method, although considerable time and 59 

effort is required to apply. The leading code provision such as Eurocode 8 [13] and 60 

CALTRANS [20] and the analytical tools developed by different researchers [5, 44] aim to 61 

employ idealized bilinear models for the stress-strain relationship of ductile members. The 62 

main drawback of the above methods is to not capture as well the hysteretic, stiffness and 63 

strength degrading behavior of nonlinear piers.  64 

1.1 Aims of paper  65 

Conventional nonlinear finite element analyses uses tens of thousands of degrees of freedom 66 

for large bridge in 3D and must have a prescribed explicit geometry. Thus, any parametric 67 

exploration using large numbers of ground motions places a huge computational burden on any 68 

analysist. This makes such systematic and extensive parametric explorations of geometric 69 

effects, such as valley profile, etc.  very difficult to undertake in practice. As an alternative, we 70 

seek to develop a reduced-order nonlinear model that enables parametric explorations to be 71 

undertaken in a more timely fashion, and thus allows far more parametric cases do be 72 

considered.  73 

Hence, the main aim of this paper is to first develop a novel reduced order model that is capable 74 

of incorporating hysteretic and inelastic behavior of bridge piers. This reduced order model 75 

should contain the smallest reasonable set of degrees of freedom and system parameters. [45] 76 

developed and benchmarked a linear generalized bridge model and this is extended to the case 77 
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of bridge with ductile piers.  All analyses are conducted in the time domain using actual seismic 78 

data recorded at the SMART-1 array, Taiwan [46]. We make use of standard correction 79 

procedures, amplitude scaling and spatial interpolation. Next, generalized reduce order model 80 

is exemplified a prototype four-span bridge structure [47].  Finally, an extensive parametric 81 

analysis scheme is conducted in order to explore the parametric behavior of this nonlinear 82 

bridge system. The purpose of this paper is to quantify the response differences between multi-83 

support excitation (MSE) and identical support excitation (ISE) analyses. With the specific 84 

objectives: 85 

(i) What is the effect of valley profile on the accuracy of ISE analyses? For this objective, 86 

we parametrically vary pier-to-deck stiffness ratio and inter-pier stiffness ratio 87 

parameters. 88 

(ii) What is the effect of bridge alignment on the accuracy of ISE analyses? For this 89 

objective, we explore 12 different horizontal bridge alignments.  90 

(iii) Does ground motion amplitude affect the accuracy of ISE analyses? For this objective, 91 

we explore low (elastic response), medium (a moderate ductile response) and high (a 92 

large ductile response) cases.  93 

  94 

 95 

2. A minimal generalised reduced bridge model   96 

The proposed model concerns the seismic analysis of ordinary standard highway bridges. In 97 

the area with medium to high seismicity, it is generally advisable and cost-effective that a 98 

bridge is designed for ductile behavior [48]. Under the no-collapse requirement, flexural hinges 99 

are permitted to form in the piers to provide energy dissipation and to limit the overall design 100 

seismic action. The superstructure (a capacity-protected member) should be designed to remain 101 

essentially elastic in order to retain its functionality during/after seismic action. Therefore, in 102 

this context, nonlinear inelastic piers and a linear elastic deck shall be assumed in our proposed 103 
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model as shown in Figure 1. This figure is a 2D plan view which shows the total deformation 104 

𝑦𝑡(𝑥, 𝑡) of the bridge and piers in the horizontal x-y plane when subjected to ground 105 

deformations 𝑦𝑔(𝑥, 𝑡). 106 

  107 

 108 

 109 

The 110 

generalized bridge system consists of m degree of freedom resting on s support ( m s ) 111 

nonlinear springs. iF denotes hysteretic spring force at ith pier located at ix coordinate. md (x) 112 

is mass per unit length and EIz(x) is the deck lateral flexural rigidity. It is assumed that the 113 

bridge deck is continuous longitudinally (with respect to lateral flexure) and ductile members 114 

are assumed as Cantilever Column with Fixed Base therefore, there is shear but no significant 115 

moment transfer from deck to piers.  116 

The bridge has s-1 equal span with the length of length L and the overall bridge length is 117 

( 1)s L− . The total bridge deck displacements can be re-expressed in terms of a moving 118 

coordinate frame as follows  119 

 120 

 t gy y y= +   (1)  121 

where ( , )y x t is the deck’s lateral displacements relative to the moving ground. Using 122 

Figure 1; the x-y plan view of bridge layout including lateral deformation of pier, ground 

and deck 

𝑥 

𝑦 

 

𝐹𝑖 𝐹𝑠 𝐹𝑖−1 

𝑦𝑔(𝑥, 𝑡)  𝑦𝑡(𝑥, 𝑡) 

Deck 

Ground 

Nonlinear pier 

(springs) 

𝐿 

𝑥𝑖 

𝑚𝑑 , 𝐸𝐼𝑧 

𝐹1 
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D’Alembert’s principle [49] , the seismic acceleration induced inertial force per unit length on 123 

the deck is given by:  124 

 125 

 I d tf m y= −   (2) 126 

  127 

where, ( )dm x is deck mass per unit length. The piers masses can be assumed lumped decked 128 

and ground levels and hence although superficially neglected they are present parametrically 129 

through ( )dm x . Note the Newtonian prime notation is used for derivatives of a spatial variable 130 

whereas the dot notation is use for derivatives of a temporal variable. External virtual work 131 

done by inertia force If  acting through the virtual displacement ( )y x : 132 

 133 

 
( 1)

0
d

s L

E IW f y x
−

 =    (3) 134 

 135 

Similarly, the internal virtual work due virtual displacement ( , )y x t  is given as: 136 

 137 

  
( 1)

0
1

d ( )
sL

z t i

i

s

I iEI y y F y xW x
−

=

   = +   (4) 138 

 139 

The first term in above expression is due to deck flexure, where zEI is the lateral flexural 140 

rigidity of the deck, ty  is the deck curvature. The second term in the above equation is due to 141 

the work done by the nonlinear stiffness forces iF  in the ith pier in moving through a virtual 142 

displacement (deformation) ( )iy x .  We introduce a spatiotemporal orthogonal basis 143 

(Rayleigh-Ritz) form for the ground and relative displacement respectively, as follows: 144 

 145 
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 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), , ,
T T

g gy x t x t y x t x t= =u ψ gψ   (5) 146 

 147 

Where column vector 1mu   denotes the degrees of freedom (dofs) on superstructure (deck) 148 

and vector 1sg denotes restrained dofs of ground. The orthogonal shape function vector for 149 

deck and ground is defined by ( ) ( )1 1,m s

gx x  ψ ψ  respectively. Now if a Lagrangian 150 

interpolation scheme is used for ψ as follows: 151 

   ( )
( )

( )
( )

( )

( )
2

1T

1ψ ψ ψ , ψ ,

m

qi

m i i

i i

p

i

x
x x

x

x x

x x

=

−

= = =
−


ψ   (6) 152 

 153 

These Lagrangian interpolants have the added property that ( )ψi ix = 1 and ( )ψi jx = 0 ( j i 154 

). Similarly, the known ground DOFs which include the coordinate of piers and abutments at 155 

ground level are defined by the similar orthogonal shape function vector as: 156 

   ( )
( )

( )
( )

( )

( )
1 2

1
ψ ψ ψ , ψ ,

qiT

g s i i

i i i

s

px x

x x

x
x x

x

=

−

= = =
−


ψ   (7) 157 

 158 

Now let the virtual displacements be defined as follows  159 

 160 

 Ty = ψ u   (8) 161 

 162 

Substituting Eq (5) and Eq (8) in Eq (3) and Eq (4) is given respectively: 163 

 164 

 ( )( )
( 1)

0
d

s L
T

E d g

T TW m x
−

 = − +  u g uψ ψ ψ   (9) 165 
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 ( )( ) ( ) 
)

0

(

1

1

d (+ )
s

T T T

z g

s

I ii

L
T

i

W EI x F x
=

−

    = +   uψ uψg ψu ψ   (10) 166 

 167 

For a product of a row and column vector T
a b  is a scalar hence, T T

a b=b a . Therefore, the 168 

above the above work Eq (9) and (10) are re-expressed as follows 169 

 170 

 ( ) ( )
( 1) ( 1)

0 0
d d

s L s L
T T

E d d g

TW m x m x
− −  = − +

   ψψ ψψu u g   (11) 171 

  172 

 ( ) ( )
( 1) ( 1)

0 0
1

( )d d
s s

T T

z z i

L s L
T

I ig

i

EI x EIW x F x
=

− − 
   = + + 





  ψ ψ u ψu ψ u ψ   (12) 173 

 174 

By employing virtual work principle ( I EW W =  ), the final form of the equation of motion 175 

can be expressed as: 176 

  177 

 
1

( )
s

d i i g

i

F x
=

+ + = − −M gu K u ψ L Kg   (13) 178 

 179 

where the dimensional system matrices are defined as follows,  180 

 

( 1) ( 1)

( 1) (

0

0

0

1)

0
, ,

d , d

d d

s L s
T T

dd z

T T
g

L

d g z g

L

s L s

m x EI x

m Ex xI

− −

− −

 =

 = =

=

 

 M ψψ K ψ ψ

L ψψ K ψ ψ

  (14) 181 

 182 

2.1 Incorporation of piers hysteretic energy to the 183 

system by Bouc-Wen model 184 

The inelastic behavior of a dynamic system is associated with a hysteretic correlation between 185 
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the resisting pier lateral force and deck-ground displacement [50]. Under assumption of Bouc–186 

Wen class models, the resisting force of ith pier is derived by a summation of a hysteretic and 187 

an elastic component as [51]: 188 

    189 

  (1 )i i yi iiF k u u z = + −   (15) 190 

 yi i yiF k u=   (16) 191 

 192 

Where yiu  and ik  denote the pseudo-yield displacement and linear elastic stiffness of the ith 193 

pier. Hence, 𝐹𝑦𝑖 denotes the pseudo-yield force for the ith pier. α is the ratio of post- to pre-194 

yield (elastic) stiffness and 𝑧𝑖(𝑡) is dimensionless auxiliary variable that describes hysteretic 195 

behavior. The following auxiliary ordinary differential equation is employed to determine the 196 

hysteretic variable. 197 

    198 

 ( )( ) 1
1 sgn( )

1

n i
i v n i i i

n n yi

u
z A u z z

u
   


= − + +

+
  (17) 199 

  200 

where , , ,A n   are dimensionless parameters controlling the shape of hysteretic loops 201 

( , )v n   are dimensionless parameters to incorporate strength deterioration and stiffness 202 

degradation respectively. These values are identical for all piers as they are only dependent on 203 

the physical characteristic of a column. The parameter n is dissipated energy normalized by 204 

yi yiF u  given as:   205 

 206 

 
0

( ) (1 ) d
t

i
n i

yi

u
tt z

u
= −    (18) 207 
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 208 

With suitably chosen values of parameters γ and β, the model can generate a hysteretic loop 209 

corresponding to the physical properties of the system [52]. It is convenient that conditions 210 

1A  = + =  simplify the representation of the Bouc-Wen model for engineering purposes 211 

provided compatibility with smooth softening hysteretic characteristic of structure [51, 53]. 212 

The suggested range of degradation parameters are 0 0.3n   and 0 0.05v  [54, 55]. The 213 

Bouc-Wen parameters 1, 0.5, 0.15A   = = = =  are adopted to exhibit smooth softening-214 

strain model [53], as well as the degradation parameters, ,n v   is taken equal to 0.3 and 0.05 215 

respectively throughout analyses in this study. Figure 2 shows the schematic of the hysteretic 216 

system as well as hysteretic loops of different restoring force peak normalized to the yielding 217 

force where the bridge piers are subjected to synchronous harmonic excitation. 218 

   219 

 220 

 221 

 222 

 223 

Vectors 
1( ) m

ix ψ  and 1( ) s

g ix ψ are single-entry vectors containing a single unity at the 224 

Figure 2 ; (a) the idealized hysteretic system with a post-yielding and a hysteretic spring; 

(b) force-displacement cycle represented by the Bouc-Wen model with strength 
deterioration and stiffness degradation under synchronous excitation. 

(a) 

(F-𝐹∗, u) 

(F, u) 

(𝐹∗, u) 

(b) 
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dof locations corresponding to the ith pier. All other vector elements are zero which is a natural 225 

consequence of Eq (6). So, we can introduce the following relationships, 226 

  227 

 ( ) ( ),
T T

i g ii iu zx x= =ψ u ψ z   (19) 228 

 229 

Where the vector containing all the auxiliary variables is defined as follows 230 

 231 

   1

1 2( ), ( ), , ( )
T s

sz t z t z t = z   (20) 232 

 233 

Substituting Eq (15) and Eq (19) into the hysteretic term in the equation (13) we obtain  234 

 235 

 
1

( )
s

ui i

i

zx F
=

+= K K zψ u   (21) 236 

  237 

Where matrices are defined as follows 238 

 239 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )
1 1

, 1  
s s

m m m s

u i z i

T T

i i i g i

i

yi

i

x x x xk k u 
=



=

=  = −  K ψ ψKψ ψ   (22) 240 

 241 

By adding this hysteretic term, Eq (21) to the dynamical system, the final form would be as: 242 

 243 

 d s z g+ + + = − −M gu K u K u K z L Kg   (23) 244 

 245 

 246 

 247 
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2.2 Defining system parameters of the nonlinear system 248 

We introduce a dimensionless coordinate x L=  and assume that the mass per unit length dm  249 

and flexural rigidity zEI  remain constant. By application of change of variable rule from 250 

Differential calculus [56], The dynamical equation (23) is re-cast as  251 

  252 

 ( )d u z g+ + + = − −M gu K K u K z L Kg   (24) 253 

 254 

Where matrices are defined as follows 255 

 256 

 
1

0 0

( ) ( 1)
2d ,   = dT T

d

m
s s

m m m  
− −

  =   M ψψ K ψ ψ   (25) 257 

 ( ) ( ) ( )
1

2

1

2 ,    1=
s s

m m mTT

u i

i

s

yi z i i g i

i

u x x    
=



=

 = −  K ψ ψKψψ   (26) 258 

 
( 1) ( 1)

2

0 0
 = ,   =

s s
m s m sT T

g g gd d  
− −

    L ψψ K ψ ψ   (27) 259 

 260 

Where, frequency system parameters ω and dimensionless system parameter  𝜂𝑖 which denotes 261 

the ith pier to deck stiffness ratio, are defined as follows, 262 

 263 

 
3

2

4
,z

z

i
i

d

EI

EI

k L

m L
 = =   (28) 264 

 265 

2.3 Rayleigh damping model 266 

In this study, it is assumed that elasto-mechanical system follows the classical, proportional 267 

damping model [57]. The basic assumption is that a classical damping matrix can be 268 

diagonalized throughout a dynamic matrix of the undamped system. For the sake of simplicity, 269 

it is considered that hysteretic force would not contribute to the damping mechanism and 270 
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stiffness of completely linear-system are considered to calculate proportional damping matrix. 271 

Hence: 272 

 273 

 ( )d um k = + +C M K K   (29) 274 

 275 

where 𝛽𝑚 and 𝛽𝑘 are mass-proportional and stiffness-proportional damping coefficient 276 

respectively. 277 

It is rational that the units of system equation are partially or fully removed by 278 

nondimensionalization process. This technique provides a simplification to present the problem 279 

throughout system parameters, where the intrinsic properties of  the system would be 280 

recovered.    281 

 282 

2.4 Adding abutment constraints and the final form 283 

of the equation of motion 284 

The two DOFs at ends of deck (the abutments) have the same displacement as the ground. 285 

Therefore, we should either augment equations of motions (24) with Lagrange multiplier and 286 

constraint equations or partition and condense equations of motion (24); the latter is chosen as 287 

it reduces the sizes of all matrices and aid computational efficiency.  288 

 289 

After applying boundary conditions to the dynamic system, the final form of the equation of 290 

motion would take form as: 291 

 292 

 ( )22 22 22 22 12 22 122 222z I E I E I

T

d u g g=− − −+ + + + −K zM w C w K K w L L g K Kg g g   (30) 293 

 294 
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Where ( 2) 1m− w  denotes the relative displacement at free (unconstraint) DOFs. The details 295 

and the derivation of dynamic blocks are described in Appendix A. Hence equations of motion 296 

are defined by (17) and (30).  297 

 298 

The key feature of the proposed dynamic system is to represent the inelastic structural equation 299 

of motion throughout a few numbers of system parameters. These parameters consist of two 300 

parts: (i) Linear system parameters including frequency system parameters ω and pier to deck 301 

stiffness ratio 𝜂𝑖  Which express linear properties of the bridge and (ii) Hysteretic parameters 302 

which quantify deformation ductility capacity in vertical component (Piers). Note that all Bouc-303 

Wen model parameters , , , , ,n vA        are dependent on the physical characteristic of the 304 

concrete structure and are generically considered constant for all piers of a bridge. However, 305 

yield displacement yiu (of the ith pier) depends on design philosophy/geometry. This is 306 

discussed further in the next section.  307 

2.5 Estimation of yielding displacements from 308 

bridge design philosophy/geometry 309 

In order to estimate of local ductility capacity of piers, the yielding displacement should be 310 

calculated. It is assumed that no bearing and isolation are incorporated into the bridge structure. 311 

Hence, all piers are designed for the ductile behavior necessary for a dissipating mechanism. 312 

The yield displacement of the piers at point of the intended plastic hinge is estimated in our 313 

study as [20] : 314 

 315 

 
2

3

i
yi yi

h
u =   (31) 316 

 317 

Where ih is the height of the ith column,  yi  denotes idealized curvature at yield point 318 
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determined by M-φ curve of the cross-section at the formation of plastic hinge. The yield 319 

curvature of the rectangular column is estimated by following dimensionless formulation [58]: 320 

 321 

 
2.12 yi

yi

id


 =   (32) 322 

 323 

Where yi  denotes the yield strain of the reinforcement bar in the columns and id  is the depth 324 

of the ith pier’s sections.  Substituting Eq (32) Error! Reference source not found. in Eq 325 

Error! Reference source not found.(31) gives: 326 

 327 

 0.71
yi i

yi

i i

u h

h d
=   (33) 328 

 329 

where design yield drift ratio ( )yi iu h is a function of pier span/depth ratio ( )i ih d and yield 330 

strain yi .  331 

3. Real ground excitation from the SMART-1 array  332 

In this paper, the real ground motion obtained from seismic records at SMART-1, Taiwan is 333 

used rather than artificial ground motion estimates. It would capture fully spatial variability 334 

effects of ground excitation and avoid further discussion on unknown features of seismic data 335 

inputs. The SMART-1 Array is one of the largest seismic databases of digital accelerometers 336 

specifically arranged to explore the near-field properties of seismic ground excitation [59]. It 337 

is situated on the northeast side of Taiwan. Herein, the seismic data from event 43 is used. The 338 

details of the correction process are fully explained in [60-62]. In order to generate ground 339 

displacement inputs, refined acceleration time-series are numerically integrated twice using a 340 

Simpson’s 1/3rd rule. Low-cut filtering is applied on acceleration-time histories and the 341 
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velocity-time histories to mitigate the effect of spurious growing trends in ground displacement 342 

time-series[63, 64]. We make no attempt to recover fling displacements in this paper. Figure 343 

3(a) shows the location of the studied bridge. All twelve orientation is employed in the 344 

parametric study. Three time series at stations [I03], [I09] and [C00] are used to generate 345 

seismic input date at piers and abutments for studied bridge. The seismic ground motion series 346 

at intermediate bridge support is obtained by a biharmonic interpolation [31]. The same 347 

procedure, for other bridge alignments with three stations along a circle diameter. The ground 348 

motion time history series for selected stations are shown in  Appendix C. 349 

 Figure 3 (b) depicts the elastic response spectra of acceleration at direction north-south and 350 

east-west. These plots reveal the frequency content in which the seismic energy of ground 351 

motion series is significant. 352 

 353 

  354 

 355 

 356 

Figure 3; (a) example of bridge position in the inner ring of SMART-1 array (b) Elastic 

response spectra for SMART-1 Array inner ring stations I00 to I12 for event 43 

(b) (a) 
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4. Exploration of a heuristic bridge reference model  357 

4.1 Reference prototype bridge definition  358 

The reference bridge studied in [47, 65, 66] is selected to exemplify the proposed procedure. 359 

The benchmark experimental model (1:50 scale) of this bridge was constructed in the 360 

laboratory (University of Bristol). The prototype bridge contains continuous deck integral 361 

supported on three cantilever piers with an equal height of 10m. The total length bridge is 200m 362 

with four equal spans (Figure 4).  363 

 364 

 365 

 366 

 367 

 368 

The uniform concrete deck is pre-stressed box girders and Bridge Piers has a rectangular 369 

hollow section. The Nominal yield strain is 0.0021y = and modulus elasticity of concrete is 370 

34 GPa. The damping ratio of first and second modes are assumed equal to 0.05 in the Rayleigh 371 

damping Eq Error! Reference source not found.(29). System frequency parameter ω equal 372 

Figure 4; configuration of studied real bridge; (a) bridge arrangement; (b) deck section; 

(c) pier section.  
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to 5 is adopted [45] which is consistent with the prototype bridge frequency range. The values 373 

of lateral stiffness 𝑘𝑖 for cantilever piers are taken equal to 33 i iEI h . The yielding displacement 374 

for all columns is calculated to equal 6cm. The summary of section details and dynamic 375 

parameters are given in Table 1.  376 

 377 

Parameters Value Units 

𝑚𝑏 19.6 [ton/m] 

𝐼𝒛 (deck) 156 [m4] 

𝐼𝒊 (Pier) 1 [m4] 

ω  5 [rad/s] 

η
𝑖
 2.4 [ ] 

 378 

 379 

4.2 Benchmarking using scaled experimental 380 

reference bridge data 381 

The proposed mathematical model of a nonlinear dynamic system Eqs (17) and (30) will be 382 

benchmarked. The displacement time-series data from Experimental bridge tests conducted 383 

previously at the University of Bristol [65, 66] has been used to validate the proposed dynamic 384 

system. The dynamic response quantities of the bridge experiment are limited to the linear 385 

region, therefore the linear version of the proposed analytical model is compared with 386 

experimental data. An accurate calibration of a hysteresis loop with the experimental data has 387 

been established for a single column in the recent studies [67, 68]. The Bouc-Wen parameters 388 

implemented in our reduced order system (Eq(15) to (18)) lie within the range previously 389 

reported in these recent studies. The details of the section and dynamic parameters of the 390 

experimental bridge can be found in the previous study [45]. The updating of linear dynamic 391 

system parameters with respect to the experimental model was performed in the 392 

Table 1. the section property and dynamic parameters for bridge prototype 
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previous study [45]. This is achieved via inverse system identification that makes use of the 393 

Grey-Box Model Estimation. The same values of dynamic coefficients are employed for the 394 

nonlinear system. The values for the damping ratios were determined experimentally and are 395 

0.0103 and 0.0202 for first and second mode respectively. From all Bouc-Wen parameters that 396 

can be chosen suitably from the recommended range,  yielding displacement should be 397 

estimated from the pier dimension (see section 2.5). As the experimental piers do not have the 398 

real dimension and the experimental bridge was designed to be excited in the elastic region 399 

only, therefore the yielding displacement for all three piers is assumed to be 6 mm which 400 

enforces the dynamic nonlinear system behaves linearly.  The response quantity of interest is 401 

obtained by solving the first-order state-space form of the dynamic system. The example of 402 

representation of nonlinear differential equations of motion in the state-space form of the 5-403 

DOFs system is shown for prototype bridge in appendix C. The ODE solver (ode45 in Matlab) 404 

was employed. The dynamical linear model of the bridge system is obtained from Eq (23)405 

Error! Reference source not found. where α is taken equal to 1. The scaled maximum of the 406 

PGA of 0.023g is employed at stations. Figure 5 confirms that the experimental results were 407 

accurately simulated by the linear space-state form (where α=1) of the proposed analytical 408 

model. The full nonlinear equations (where α=0.05) results in solutions that exhibit a small 409 

amount of ductility during the high amplitude part of the earthquake as expected. Thus, we 410 

conclude that the equations (17) and (30) are reasonable.  411 

 412 
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 413 

 414 

 415 

4.3 Nonlinear time history analysis of prototype 416 

reference bridge  417 

Figure 6  shows the inelastic responses of the nonlinear time history analysis for the studied 418 

bridge when is subjected to real asynchronous excitation. The seismic ground motion data is 419 

chosen from the first alignment of the SMART-1 Array in order to represent the spatial 420 

variability effect. The maximum of the PGA at stations is equal to 0.23g. The displacement 421 

time history for linear-model where α in Eqs. (17) and (30) is set equal to 1 has been also 422 

plotted for the sake of comparison.  423 

 424 

 425 

 426 

 427 

 428 

As it can be seen, this configuration, the piers exhibits only slightly hysteresis while the peak 429 

lateral deformation does not reach the yielding point (typical of RC sections [69]). The results 430 

suggest that piers exhibit limited ductile behavior therefore, the unscaled amplitude of the 431 

SMART-1 event 43 is not large enough to demonstrate significant energy dissipation. For a 432 

Figure 5;  (a) collaboration of dynamic nonlinear and linear system by Benchmark 

experimental test data; (b) force-deformation curve of proposed Bouc-Wen inelastic 

model for the linear experimental bridge. PGA=0.023g.    

Figure 6; (a) response of middle piers under asynchronous excitation; (b) normalized 

displacement-force cycle of middle piers; PGA=0.23g.  
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deeper understanding of hysteretic effects, we assumed that the bridge is constructed in 433 

medium to high seismicity area with a design PGA equal to 0.69g. By a simple ground motion 434 

amplitude scaling an example of this case is shown in Figure 7. 435 

 436 

 437 

 438 

 439 

We know explore examples of non-uniform valley profiles. In this set of dynamic 440 

configurations, the middle pier exhibits larger ductility where the peak response exceeded the 441 

yield displacement. Incorporation of hysteresis pier would increase slightly the peak dynamic 442 

response in this case. Let consider another case Figure 8 where the middle pier height is reduced 443 

to 6m.  444 

 445 

 446 

 447 

 448 

Figure 7; (a) Response of middle piers under asynchronous excitation; (b) normalized 

displacement-force cycle of middle piers; PGA=0.69g. 

Figure 8; bridge configuration with the shorter middle pier.  
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 449 

 450 

 451 

The analysis in Figure 9 shows that the peak linear displacements responses are greater than 452 

those where nonlinearity is taken to account suggesting that pier hysteresis reduces the 453 

displacement responses while Figure 7 suggests the opposite. Thus, suggesting that the so-454 

called “equal displacement rule” is not generally valid. Results presented in this section are 455 

particular anecdotal examples; so, we seek to extend the generality of these analyses by the 456 

large-scale parametric study.   457 

5. Large-scale parametric study 458 

5.1 Parametrically exploration of valley profile.  459 

In this section, we investigate the effect of spatial variability on the dynamic response when 460 

the pier hysteresis is taken to account. In this setting, we explore such effects where the 461 

geometrical configuration of the bridge due to the valley profile of ground is altered. This is 462 

shown in Figure 10. Herein it is supposed that due to topographical change at supports, the 463 

height of piers is altered while the section of the piers remains constant. This assumption is 464 

expedient for construction purposes as well as it makes a use simplified form of yield 465 

displacement representation of Eq (33). Moreover, it is assumed that bridges are symmetrical, 466 

so that deck to pier stiffness ratios for the outer piers is equal and the ratio of stiffness between 467 

central and outer pier is defined as: 468 

Figure 9; (a) response of middle piers under asynchronous excitation; (b) normalized 

displacement-force cycle of middle piers; PGA=0.69g, 
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 469 

 2 1 31
,     = = =                                 (34) 470 

 471 

Note that the pier-to-deck stiffness ratio  is inversely proportional to pier height. The 472 

parameter   is the ratio (of pier-to deck stiffness ratios) between central and outer piers. So, 473 

when 1   this implied the central pier is shorter than the outer piers and the valley profile is 474 

like that shown in Figure 8.  Figure 11 demonstrate the how the parameters ,  can define 475 

different configurations, both deep and shallow valleys and ones with and without a central 476 

rise.  477 

 478 

 479 

 480 

 481 

The frequency parameters ω and span length for different arrangement are assumed to remain 482 

constant equal to 5[rad/s] and 50 m respectively.  483 

 484 

Figure 10; Different bridge configuration (a) a shallow valley with the a high value  and 

1  , (b) a shallow valley including a raise in the middle with a high value  and 

1  , (c) deep valley with the low value  and 1  , (d) deep valley including  a 

raise in middle with the low value  and 1  . 
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5.2  Defining error in ductility estimates using MSE 485 

and ISE 486 

To compare the dynamic response of the bridge under sets of ground motion (ISE and MSE), 487 

we interduce the performance measure as a follow: 488 

 489 

 ( )
max ( ) max ( )

, , , 100
max ( )

i iMSE ISEt t

i ISEt

u t u t
i j

u t
  

 − 
=  

  

  (35) 490 

 491 

where ( ), , ,i j    is the percentage difference (error) in pier ductility, for a bridge with (i) 492 

parameters   and  and (ii) pier i  and bridge orientation j , between a MSE and ISE 493 

simulations. The number j  denotes the bridge orientation which varies from 1 to 12. SMART-494 

1 array ground motion for event 43 is chosen to generate MSE simulations where abutments 495 

and pier supports are exposed to different ground motion time-series. For the ISE case, the 496 

ground excitation from center station I00 is employed at supports and abutments. As we are 497 

only interested in the range of errors with regard to bridge orientation j and pier i, we consider 498 

the following statement: 499 

 500 

    
, ,

min max
i j i j

  
   

    (36) 501 

 502 

The minimum of this range corresponds to the cases where MSE simulations are non-503 

conservative. The maximum of these ranges corresponds to the cases where MSE is 504 

conservative. To evaluate the effect of nonlinearity, we perform Incremental Dynamic Analysis 505 

(IDA) to estimate the level of intensities where the bridge excites (i) in an elastic (ii) and a 506 

nonelastic range. In the following section, the procedure is explained in full details.      507 
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 508 

5.3 Incremental dynamic analysis (IDA) 509 

IDA is a parametric study of the structural model involving a series of nonlinear analyses 510 

performed under a scaled image of ground motion records [70]. The range of scaled intensity 511 

levels is wisely selected to cover an entire range of elastic to the plastic region and finally to 512 

structural instability (collapse state). With the suitable chosen damage index quantity (i.e. 513 

maximum ductility), it is possible to identify the linear and nonlinear region and collapse state 514 

for a structural system with mild degradation in IDA curve[54]. The reference bridge explained 515 

in section 4.1 is chosen for IDA analysis. The MSE ground motion series used for the studied 516 

bridge is selected as unscaled time history. To perform IDA, first, the time series at pier 517 

supports and abutments are simultaneously multiplied by a scale factor with the range from 518 

0.01 to 5 to obtain a set of ground motion with different intensity level. Then, a series of 519 

nonlinear analysis are performed under scaled ground motion records to obtain the maximum 520 

ductility of the middle pier from time history response at different Peak ground motion (PGA). 521 

IDA curve of the middle pier with Bouc-Wen model of the studied bridge is shown in Figure 522 

11. 523 

 524 
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 525 

 526 

 527 

As it can be observed from the IDA curve, the pier exhibits almost pure elastic behavior at 528 

PGA= 0.2g. From this point onwards, the IDA curve is subject to small fluctuate and curvature 529 

as hysteresis initiates in piers. In this study, we use a PGA of 0.2g (low seismicity), 0.69g 530 

(medium seismicity) and 1.1g (high seismicity) as qualitative estimates of the different regions 531 

of system behavior.  532 

 533 

5.4 Effect of different valley profiles, alignment and 534 

ground motion intensity. 535 

Figure 12 shows the sample of inelastic time-history analyses for outer pier 3 under MSE and 536 

ISE simulation with PGA=0.69g. Figure 12(a) indicates that maximal lateral ductility for MSE 537 

case is 19% greater than one for ISE case. Figure 12(b) shows the difference of -22% between 538 

ISE and MSE cases implying that ISE is more conservative for this alignment.  539 

 540 

Figure 11;  Example of IDA curves for central piers with strength deterioration and 

stiffness degradation for the prototype bridge with η=2.4, ρ=1 and alignment 3. 
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 541 

 542 

 543 

As discussed in section 5.1 and Figure 10, the dynamic parameters ,   can be viewed as a 544 

proxy for the valley profile. To explore such effects for a wider range of dynamic parameters545 

,  , let's consider the cases with PGA=0.2g where bridges mostly excite in a linear-elastic 546 

region. Figure 13 displays the errors in ductility 𝜒 (of any pier and alignment) if MSE is not 547 

employed. It required a substantial computational effort of 90000 full nonlinear time-history 548 

analyses that make use of 192 different ground motions. Figure 13(a) shows the lower bound 549 

of error for ductility and Figure 13(b) displays the upper bound of error ductility. From these 550 

analyses, it is clear that for any configuration of the bridge  ,   ISE could be either 551 

conservative or nonconservative.  From the Figure 13(b), it is possible to identify the critical 552 

regions (the area I with 4< ρ  <10, 4< η <30 and area II with 70< η ) where MSE analyses are 553 

necessary. 554 

 555 

 556 

Figure 12; Examples of the outer pier 3 displacement responses for parameters 𝜂 =
15, 𝜌 = 6,  𝑃𝐺𝐴 = 0.69𝑔 , (a) alignment 1 with an error in ductility of 𝜒 = 19% , (b) 

alignment 5 with an error in ductility of 𝜒 = −22%  
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 557 

 558 

 559 

 560 

Now, consider the analyses for nonlinear cases with the medium and high-intensity level as 561 

shown in Figure 14 and Figure 15.  562 

 563 

Figure 13; Error range in pier ductility   for symmetrical bridges for a low seismicity 

(a) Lower bound of errors (b) upper bound of errors; 47 63.7−   ; PGA=0.2g,  

Figure 14; Error range in pier ductility   for symmetrical bridges for medium seismicity 

(a) Lower bound of errors (b) upper bound of errors; 50.93 66.08−   ; PGA=0.69g,  
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  564 

 565 

 566 

 567 

 568 

Maximal errors in Figures 13 to 15 occur for high 20  and 1  , which from Figure 10(b) 569 

is a shallow valley with a central rise.  The response patterns in Figures 14 and 15, for nonelastic 570 

cases, are similar to the linear one. However, consider the size of the parametric region that 571 

shows an error above 50%, in plots Figure 13-15. As the PGA increase, there is a small increase 572 

in the parametric bridge/valley configurations that show more error in ISE analyses. This trend 573 

is also seen for lower bound plots where the maximal negative error slightly decreases to -50.9 574 

and -54.5 for PGA=0.69g and PGA=1.1g respectively.  575 

  576 

Conclusions 577 

A generalized reduced-order model of a multi-support bridge under spatial variable ground 578 

motions is set up to account for the pier hysteresis. The simulation of the simplified bridge 579 

physics is not based on either modal projection or static condensation in a classic sense as these 580 

Figure 15; Error range in pier ductility   for symmetrical bridges for high seismicity 

(a) Lower bound of errors (b) upper bound of errors; 54.5 65.8−   ; PGA=1.1g,  
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techniques are limited to elastic analysis. We reduce the number of system dofs by using 581 

explicit assumptions, namely limiting plasticity to piers via Bouc-Wen element, that provides 582 

a very efficient way of reducing system complexity and numerical run-times.  Note that in our 583 

heuristic case we where able to model this multispan bridge effectively with only 3 dofs rather 584 

than thousands dofs in a typical FEA. Thus, the computational saving for extensive parametric 585 

studies could be considerable.  586 

 587 

The linear form of this analytical model is validated by physical experimental data. Then, the 588 

extensive parametric analyses using the proposed nonlinear dynamic model was performed to 589 

explore the detrimental effects of asynchronous excitation while the geometrical configuration 590 

of the bridge (due to valley profile) and bridge alignment are varied. Within the context of the 591 

parametric study presented in this paper, the following conclusion can be drawn: 592 

 593 

• The effect of variation of bridge geometry due to the valley profile on a bridge response 594 

subjected to spatially variable ground motion input is significant.  595 

• The evidence from this study suggests that the bridge constructed in a shallow valley 596 

with central rise is more susceptible to spatial incoherence of ground excitations. In 597 

these cases the contribution of alignment to the error in ISE is up to 80% of the maximal 598 

error. In these cases the bridge is very sensitive to input ground motion variation caused 599 

by alignment.   600 

• The result indicates that for each geometry parameter set, the error engendered in ISE 601 

varied substantially when the bridge orientation is altered. The large range between 602 

minimum and maximum errors in ISE suggest that bridge alignment is an arguably 603 

more important factor than valley profile.  604 

• Pier nonlinearity (with increasing the ground motion intensity) causes a 3% increase in 605 
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the unconservative maximal error in ISE which is insignificant. However, it does also 606 

produce a -16% change in the conservative minimal error in ISE which is significant. 607 

Generally, nonlinearity tends to increase the range between maximal and minimal 608 

errors in ISE.  609 

• The maximal error in using ISE rather than MSE analyses was found to be of the order 610 

of approximately 65% when employing the ground motions in this paper. Further work 611 

is required in order to validate the consistency of the above observations using a larger 612 

database of real recorded spatiotemporal ground motion and the wider range of bridge 613 

configurations. 614 

 615 

Appendix A.  Matrix partitioning and condensation to enforce 616 

abutment constraints 617 

 618 

Herein, it is assumed that the bridge deck lays on the valley at its two ends and therefore the 619 

relative lateral displacement at two ends is known ( ) ( )1 0mu t u t= = . Hence, the DOFs of 620 

ground and deck are reordered as: 621 
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 624 

where 
2 1

E

g  denotes the ground acceleration time-series at exterior supports of the bridge, 625 

( )2 1s

I

− 
g  denotes the ground acceleration time-series at the inner pier columns and 626 

( )2 1m− 
w  is the vector of relative displacement at free (unconstrained) DOFs of the 627 
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superstructure (deck). Similarly, Iz  denote imaginary hysteretic displacements of deck DOFs 628 

at interior piers. Now, matrix partitioning is employed to decouple the constrained from 629 

unconstrained DOFs as follow: 630 

   631 
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 (38) 633 

 634 

and partitioned to achieve the reduced and final form of the equations of motion for this 635 

generalized nonlinear bridge system as follow: 636 

 637 

 ( )22 22 22 22 12 22 122 222z I E I E I

T

d u g g=− − −+ + + + −K zM w C w K K w L L g K Kg g g  (39) 638 

Figure 16 represents the Corrected time histories series in bridge tangential direction at center 639 

station and selected stations of inner ring (I03, I06, I09 and I12). The ground motion 640 

acceleration records are directly used in this study as seismic input for end supports. 641 

 642 

Appendix B. Time histories series of seismic input 643 

Figure 16 represents the Corrected time histories series in bridge tangential direction at center 644 

station and selected stations of inner ring (I03, I06, I09 and I12). The ground motion 645 

acceleration records are directly used in this study as seismic input for end supports. 646 

 647 
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 648 

 649 

 650 

 651 

Appendix C. Explicit state space form for prototype bridge system 652 

In order to solve the proposed mathematical model, the nonlinear differential equation of 653 

motion is represented in the first-order state-space framework. it is necessary to reduce the 654 

second-order differential equation to the first order indenting to use a numerical algorithm. To 655 

achieve this goal, the state vector is defined as: 656 

 657 

 
 

=  
 

w
x

w
  (40) 658 

 659 

Therefore, by substituting of the above state vector in EqError! Reference source not found.660 

Figure 16; Corrected aligned time histories recorded at selected stations of the inner ring 

from SMART-1 array (event 43), (a) ground motion displacement input (b) ground 

motion velocity input (c) ground motion acceleration input. 
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, State-space models for the adopted dynamical system would take form as:661 

   662 

 663 

 1 2 3l= + +x B x B z B f   (41) 664 
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  667 

where the ground motion input vector  ;( ;) ;E I E It =f g g g g , and ( )l tz is the state vector 668 

representing hysteretic displacement at piers. For the proposed bridge system in this study, 4th 669 

order Lagrangian interpolating function is used to define the shape function of both ground and 670 

deck DOFs as: 671 
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  673 

Hence, the number of deck DOFs (m) is equal to the number of ground DOFs (s). The dynamic 674 

matrices of the system are calculated by algebra toolbox in Matlab for prototype bridge as: 675 

  676 
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 678 

Where M  is the mass matrix and , ,u z gK K K  denote the pier,  the hysteretic and the  ground  679 

stiffness matrix respectively. L  is denominated in this study as the excitation factor matrix. 680 

The imaginary hysteresis displacements in  ( )l tz   are determined from following auxiliary 681 

ordinary differential equation for the studied bridge. 682 
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